Multiple charge-separation pathways in photosystem II: modeling of transient absorption kinetics.
We explain the transient absorption kinetics (E. Romero, I. H. M. van Stokkum, V. I. Novoderezhkin, J. P. Dekker, R. van Grondelle, Biochemistry 2010, 49, 4300) measured for isolated reaction centers of photosystem II at 77 K upon excitation of the primary donor band (680 nm). The excited-state dynamics is modeled on the basis of the exciton states of 6 cofactors coupled to 4 charge-transfer (CT) states. One CT state (corresponding to charge separation within the special pair) is supposed to be strongly coupled with the excited states, whereas the other radical pairs are supposed to be localized. Relaxation within the strongly coupled manifold and transfer to localized CT's are described by the modified Redfield and generalized Förster theories, respectively. A simultaneous and quantitative fit of the 680, 545, and 460 nm kinetics (corresponding to respectively the Q(y) transitions of the red-most cofactors, Q(x) transition of pheophytin, and pheophytin anion absorption) enables us to define the pathways and time scales of primary electron transfer. A consistent modeling of the data is only possible with a Scheme where charge separation occurs from both the accessory chlorophyll and from the special pair, giving rise to fast and slow components of the pheophytin anion formation, respectively.